1. Each section of the exhibition is in its own traveling wheeled container, each is marked to identify exhibition title section.

2. To unpack, detach the four clip straps from the traveling container.

3. Lower container onto its side and remove top.

4. To remove panels, lift the container and walk it out of the container.

5. Remove clip strap encircling the panels, check section I.D. label on the back of the panel and identify the proper side to life according to the label.
Closer view of clip

Part the hinged unit in the center and flip up half...

...then “click” it into position. Please note: if panels do not stack evenly flip down and repeat process.

Secure Velcro tap before expanding to shape

Notes for dismantling

1. Before taking down panels, locate white label on back of top panel and follow instructions (NOTE: make sure the hinges face out when folding down)

2. When you repack the panels, please make sure the correct section is placed into each traveling container.

Thank You

Spread out panels into desired configuration.